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Abstract: Discretion is quintessential for professional work. This review aims to

understand how nurses use discretion when they perform urgency assessments in
emergency departments with formalised triage systems—systems that are intended
to reduce nurses’ use of discretion. Because little research has dealt explicitly with
this topic, this review addresses the discretionary aspects of triage by reinterpreting
qualitative studies of how triage nurses perform urgency assessments. The review
shows (a) how inexhaustive guidelines and a hectic work environment are factors
that necessitate nurses’ use of discretion and (b) how nurses reason within this discretionary space by relying on their experience and intuition, judging patients according to criteria such as appropriateness and believability, and creating urgency
ratings together with their patients. The review also offers a synthesis of the findings’
discretionary aspects and suggests a new interactionist dimension of discretion.
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The aim of this review is to understand how nurses use discretion when they perform
urgency assessments in emergency departments (EDs) 1 with formalised triage systems. Discretion refers to the use of one’s own reasoning and is often described as
the quintessence of professional work (Freidson, 2001). Triage originates from the
French trier, which means to pick, sort or select. In health care, triage is increasingly
associated with the use of formalised guidelines to assess the urgency and priority of
patients who present to gatekeeping emergency institutions. Formalised triage systems were developed during the 1990s, first with the Australasian Triage Scale
(ATS) and later with the Manchester Triage Scale (MTS), the Canadian Triage and
Acuity Scale (CTAS) and the Emergency Severity Index (ESI). These systems provide guidelines for how nurses should categorise and prioritise patients on an urgency scale from 1–5 (although the number of categories may vary).
Triage systems aim to standardise and thereby increase the justness and reliability
of nurses’ urgency assessments. The introduction of triage systems therefore reduces
nurses’ opportunities for making discretionary judgments. However, there are limits
to standardisation because general rules may underdetermine what should be done
in a specific case (Molander & Grimen, 2010). Thus, although triage guidelines may
reduce nurses’ use of discretion, nurses are nonetheless required to rely on their own
judgment when their guidelines provide an insufficient basis for making urgency
assessments.

For simplicity, I use the term “emergency department” to refer to all frontline institutions
with an emergency medical function.
1
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Triage nurses’ use of discretion has fundamental consequences for patients. They
are gatekeepers to the provision of health care and the accuracy of their triage assessments impacts the morbidity and mortality of patients who present to the ED
(Arslanian-Engoren, 2000). Moreover, as street-level bureaucrats, their discretionary
actions comprise the “agency policy” of the ED they represent (Lipsky, 1980). There
is therefore a great need for systematising the knowledge on how triage nurses use
discretion when making urgency assessments.
Because little research deals explicitly with discretion in triage, the review addresses this issue by using a meta-ethnographic methodology (Campbell et al., 2011;
France et al., 2014; Noblit & Hare, 1988) to reinterpret qualitative studies of how
nurses perform urgency assessments in EDs using formalised triage systems. The
review is limited to qualitative studies because of the problems with integrating qualitative and quantitative methodologies in a single review (Campbell et al., 2011),
and because qualitative studies are best suited to address the question of how nurses
use discretion. Through a systematic literature search, 14 studies have been identified and synthesised.
In the analysis and discussion sections of this review, the studies’ findings are
organised and re-interpreted in light of Molander and Grimen’s (2010) distinction
between the structural and epistemic dimensions of discretion. Structurally, discretion refers to a space of autonomous decision-making surrounded by a belt of restrictions (Dworkin, 1978, p. 31). Epistemically, it denotes a form of reasoning under
conditions of indeterminacy. More specifically, epistemic discretion is a type of reasoning in which one has weak warrants. Warrants are rules that allow an inference
from a premise to a conclusion in a particular case (Toulmin, 1958), for instance,
from a description of what is wrong with a patient to a conclusion about the treatment
he or she should receive. Whereas strong warrants provide unequivocal support for
jumping from premise to conclusion, weaker warrants are more ambiguous; they
only suggest how one should interpret and treat a patient. Thus, the weaker the warrants, the larger the need for discretion.
I proceed by describing how the review was performed and then presenting its
findings. In the analysis section, I show (a) how the reviewed literature revealed
inexhaustive guidelines and a high workload to be factors that necessitate nurses’
use of discretion and (b) how nurses reason within this discretionary space by relying
on their experience and intuition, judging patients according to criteria such as appropriateness and believability, and creating urgency ratings together with patients.
Finally, I synthesise these findings to provide what meta-ethnographers call “a lineof-argument synthesis” of how triage nurses use discretion.

Method
The review is based on a meta-ethnographic methodology (Campbell et al., 2011;
France et al., 2014; Noblit & Hare, 1988). Meta-ethnography allows for an interpretive synthesis of qualitative research in order to “produce new interpretations (e.g.,
themes, concepts or metaphors) of the research participants’ experiences in published primary qualitative studies” (France et al., 2014). It is therefore suitable for
synthesising qualitative studies of how nurses perform urgency assessments in order
to understand the discretionary aspects of their work.
I have conducted this meta-ethnography in line with Noblit and Hare’s (1988, pp.
26–9) seven phases as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Meta-ethnography's seven phases (Noblit & Hare, 1988)
Phase 1: Identify an intellectual interest that qualitative research might inform
Phase 2: Search for information
Phase 3: Read the studies
Phase 4: Determine how the studies are related
Phase 5: Translate the studies into one another
Phase 6: Synthesise translations
Phase 7: Express/write the synthesis

The review was born out of an interest in how nurses perform urgency assessments in EDs using formally structured and organised triage systems. Since triage is
little researched, I conducted broad searches in CINAHL and ISI Web of Science
(including MEDLINE) using the search words “triage” and “qualitative”. In both
searches, the terms had to appear in the titles, abstracts or keywords. I only included
studies published after 2000 because triage systems with formal structure and organisation were not introduced before the mid-1990s2. The search was performed on 25
April 2015 and returned 888 results in CINAHL and 284 in Web of Science. I then
carried out preliminary sorting based on the titles and abstracts to identify all seemingly qualitative studies that dealt with how nurses conduct triage. I also performed
hand-searches of key social scientific journals in the field3. In total, I identified 56
potentially relevant studies. After skimming, 19 were excluded because they were
not qualitative or did not focus on triage. I also decided to exclude 9 studies of telephone triage because they pertained to a qualitatively different type of triage and
have already been reviewed elsewhere (Purc-Stephenson & Thrasher, 2010), which
left me with 28 studies. These publications were read in full, and their literature lists
were searched for additional studies, with the latter producing no relevant findings.
Ultimately, 14 studies were found to meet the final criteria of being (1) peer reviewed
(2) original research articles that (3) empirically studied (4) nurses’ face-to-face urgency assessments in (5) EDs with formalised triage systems using (6) one or more
qualitative methods. The main authors of these studies were then contacted and
asked if they were aware of any additional articles. This investigation provided no
relevant results. All studies qualified a minimum of quality requirements, such as
actually representing qualitative research, having clearly stated research questions,
and providing clear descriptions of the data collected and the methods used. Beyond
this, the quality of a particular study can to some extent be seen in how much it has
contributed to the synthesis (Atkins et al., 2008). Table 2 (in appendix) contains an
overview of the selected studies. Note that I have given each study a number and
that I use these numbers in the analysis section to refer to the selected studies.
Phases 4–7 of Noblit and Hare’s framework (i.e., determining how the studies are
related, translating them into one another, synthesising the translations and writing
the synthesis) were performed as follows. After I selected the final 14 studies, I read

2

I performed a control search using the same keywords and found no relevant studies before
2000.
3 The hand-search was limited to studies published after 2000 in the three social science journals in the health research field with the largest impact factor: Social Science & Medicine,
Sociology of Health and Illness and Journal of Health and Social Behavior. The search provided one new study: Hillman (2014).
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them in chronological order to familiarize myself with the literature as a whole before importing them into QSR Nvivo 10 and coding them inductively strip for strip.
The codes were then sorted into emergent categories of relevance for how nurses use
discretion when they perform urgency assessments. Ultimately, the main categories
were those of “guidelines”, “work environment”, “experience and intuition”, “evaluative criteria” and “interacting with patients”. These are presented in the subsequent
analysis section. They also form the basis for the meta-ethnography’s “line-of-argument” synthesis, which involves reconstructing a whole from a set of parts (Campbell et al., 2011, p. 10). The whole was a priori chosen to be discretion. Although
this deductive rationale deviates from the inductive one of traditional meta-ethnographic syntheses, I believe it is still in line with the methodology’s key principles
as laid out in France et al. (2014). The foundation for the synthesis is presented in
the analysis, whereas the synthesis itself is explicated in the discussion.
The review’s limitations include being performed by a single researcher. To address this potential bias, I have discussed my analysis with colleagues and continuously reread the studies to corroborate and identify inconsistencies in my interpretations. Another limitation is that the review is restricted to journal articles; it should
therefore not be seen as an exhaustive review of how nurses perform triage. Furthermore, it was difficult to explore systematically the effects of various contextual factors on the triage encounter because of poor reporting of contextual information in
most studies4. The findings of the subsequent analysis should therefore not be read
as representative of all EDs. Instead, the analysis depicts a multitude of factors that
may characterise nurses’ discretionary space and reasoning. To show that the findings are case-specific, I have been careful to state the studies in which they appeared.
A final limitation is that many of the studies provided little interpretation beyond a
basic description, which implied that the literature was less conceptually rich than
what is optimal for performing a meta-ethnography (France et al., 2014). However,
like Atkins et al. (2008), I also found that even relatively descriptive research may
lend itself to a qualitative synthesis.

Analysis
The following section analyses the research literature on how nurses perform urgency assessments in EDs using formalised triage systems. I focus on findings that
are salient for understanding nurses’ use of discretion. The analysis begins by presenting the factors that create a discretionary space before going on to show how
nurses reason under these circumstances. In the subsequent discussion section, these
findings will be reconstructed into a “line-of-argument synthesis” about discretion
in triage.

Factors creating a discretionary space
Guidelines
The most central aspect of a formalised triage system is the triage guidelines. Their
purpose is to provide criteria for classifying patients in clear-cut categories of urgency. When applicable, these criteria provide a strong basis for prioritising patients.
There was, however, consensus among nurses in the reviewed literature that guidelines are insufficient for establishing priorities. Nurses’ views of guidelines varied
from those who state they are “a reference for triage decision making” (4, p. 210) to

4

Atkins et al. (2008) describes the same experience and points out that this is one of the main
critiques of meta-ethnography. Therefore, the application of the meta-ethnographic framework to reviews of journal articles might need some further methodological development.
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those who claim guidelines are “a detrimental influence to expert patient assessment”
(5, p. 404).
The most positive view of guidelines was expressed in Johansen and Forberg’s
(13) study. Here, nurses praised the triage guidelines for providing a higher degree
of overview and more assurance and control compared with previous practice, thus
making it easier to prioritise patients. However, the nurses in this study did not view
triage guidelines as a panacea; they said that they were careful not to rely blindly on
the standardised guidelines. Instead, they stressed the importance of being critical
and using their nursing experience as a supplement when triaging.
One reason for supplementing the triage guidelines was that they were said to be
too simple to match the complexities of patients and their complaints (4, 13). For
instance, a nurse in Chung’s (4) study complained that “[t]he guidelines provide limited and fixed information that might not be adapted to the real situation when you
handle the patient. Sometimes, you cannot find a suitable category to match a patient’s case according to the guidelines.” (p. 210) In other words, the nurse complained that some patients elude the guideline’s distinctions. Similarly, the literature
contained several references to “borderline cases” (1, 4, 13, 14), which fell between
two categories of urgency and often generated uncertainty and stress for the nurses.
The literature portrayed the problem of “borderline cases” as twofold, since patients
were “borderline” either when they presented with too little or too much information.
Too little information made it difficult for nurses to relate a patient to the guidelines
(12). Too much information, on the other hand, made it difficult to use the standardised triage manual because of a potential conflict between the guidelines and nurses’
situational knowledge of the patient (13).
Nurses in some studies considered triage guidelines redundant or even obstructive for experienced nurses’ practice (4, 5, 13, 14). For instance, the expert nurses in
Cone and Murray’s (5) study stated that they did not need to follow guidelines to
make decisions; on the contrary, they claimed that guidelines could hinder them in
their practice. A beginner nurse, on the other hand, was described as having little
clinical experience and therefore being more dependent on following specific rules
when assessing patients since, in the words of one expert nurse, “she has nothing to
build on… nothing to make decisions from… no experience” (5, p. 405). The views
in Cone and Murray’s (5) study were those of experienced nurses with at least five
years of ED experience, whereas Patel et al. (14) found that both beginner and experienced nurses expressed a similar view. The less experienced nurses said they carefully followed the guidelines most of the time, while the most experienced nurses
claimed to have “internalised” the guidelines and stated that they use these alongside
their own judgment.
Work environment
Most studies reported that the information-gathering work of triage nurses occurs in
a hectic work environment (1–4, 9, 12–14). The studies described how EDs often
receive a large amount of patients at the same time; to facilitate patient flow and
identify the most urgent patients, nurses therefore assessed all patients in as short a
time as possible (1). This is necessary to avoid “triage overload” (12), in which the
influx of patients exceeds nurses’ capacity to triage them. In addition to the number
of patients who present, “triage overload” was said to be related to the complexity
of patients’ complaints; complicated problems, such as patients presenting with mental illness (9), require more time than uncomplicated ones and could therefore lead
to access block (12). Several studies also showed triage nurses to be vulnerable to
interruptions in their work (1, 2, 4, 8): for instance, when patients approach the triage
area demanding immediate attention (1).
Several studies argued that a hectic work environment complicates nurses’ decision-making. The need to make prompt decisions could generate uncertainty and
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stress (13) and make nurses miss critical cues (2). Similarly, interruptions could distract nurses and cause them to overlook important information (4). In these situations,
nurses risked assigning patients too low an urgency level and thereby “undertriaging”
them. Conversely, the work environment could also facilitate “overtriage”. When
the patient volume was high and the waiting time long, nurses sometimes gave patients a higher urgency level to decrease the risk of their condition deteriorating
while waiting (4). Furthermore, this tendency to “overtriage” was exaggerated by
nurses wanting to avoid legal sanctions for failing to detect acutely ill patients (2, 4).
Therefore, in sum, the working conditions of triage made it challenging to perform
urgency assessments.

How nurses reason within their discretionary space
The reviewed literature described several strategies and resources used in nurses’
discretionary reasoning. We have already seen some examples of this in the last section, such as when nurses detailed how organisational concerns influenced their urgency assessments. Other considerations were even more salient in the literature.
The main themes here were “use of experience and intuition,” “evaluative criteria”
and “interacting with patients.”
Use of experience and intuition
In several studies, nurses named the use of previous experience to be one of the most
salient resources in their decision-making (3–5, 10, 12, 14). We should note, however, that “previous experience” is conceptualised in different ways in different studies. In some studies, previous experience is described as a repertoire of typical cases
that could be utilised in the assessment of patients. This concept is captured in Edwards’ (6, 7) notion of “usual presentations”, which he has adopted from Tanner et
al. (1993). Edwards defines “usual presentations” as nurses’ mental representations
of how patients typically respond to the problems they encounter, and he suggests
that these are constructed through nurses’ experiences with a multitude of patients.
Edwards claims that these “usual presentations” act as a basis for comparison in the
assessment of a particular patient and, as such, enable nurses to detect whether the
patient is critically ill. With reference to Polanyi (1958), Edwards labels this recognitional ability “connoisseurship” and argues that it forms the basis of the expert
clinician’s ability to discriminate between patients.
In other studies, previous experience referred to concrete and sometimes singular
events, as evident when nurses explained how recent, impressive experiences sometimes affected their decision-making (4, 12). An example of this is “learning the hard
way,” which was described as follows by a nurse in Hitchcock et al.’s (12) study:
You only have to give 1 patient a triage category of 4 who supposedly has a migraine and then you see them having a seizure and a brain bleed for you to never
give anyone presenting with a headache a 4 again, a headache is always a 3,
sometimes we learn the hard way (pp. 1538–1539).
Another example involved nurses remembering a significant case when assessing a
particular patient. Two participants in Chung’s (4) study told of how recent experiences had assisted them in revealing critical conditions in patients that seemingly
presented with non-significant symptoms. With reference to Cioffi (1998), Chung
termed this decision-making device a “representative heuristic,” which involves using relevant past experiences as a mental shortcut for making quick judgments.
Closely related to the theme of previous experience, studies also revealed that
nurses used “intuition” when assessing patients (1, 2, 4–6, 13, 14). Nurses claimed
that their intuition provided crucial guidance for triaging patients; even the guidePage 6
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line-friendly nurses in Johansen and Forberg’s (12) study stated that it strongly influenced their decision-making. Intuition was often mentioned in tandem with experience, albeit in less concrete terms; nurses referred to it as a “gut feeling” (5, 6, 13,
14), “gut sense of urgency” (2, 5) or “sixth sense” (1, 4). In an attempt to clarify the
concept, Andersson et al. (1) defines intuition as “an instinctive method of thinking,
acting and using common sense” (p. 142). They also reference King and Appleton
(1997), who has suggested that intuition results from having seen and learned from
similar cases. In this manner, intuition becomes strikingly similar to the concepts of
previous experience and usual presentations. There is some support for this association in the reviewed studies; many nurses believed intuition to be a distinguishing
trait of experts in their field, which is developed through extensive experience and
knowledge (2, 5).
The conflict between intuition and triage guidelines was a recurring theme in the
reviewed literature. The nurses in Johansen and Forberg’s (13) study pointed out that
intuition sometimes complicates patient assessment by making the situation more
complex and difficult to reduce to the standardised process laid out by the guidelines.
In other studies, intuition was even said to override the guidelines (1, 2, 4, 14). For
instance, the experienced nurses in Patel et al.’s (14) study said that when there is
discrepancy between the two, they prefer to “go with their gut feelings” (p. 512) and
disregard the guidelines. Similarly, a nurse in Chung’s (4) study stated that, “sometimes the data does not reflect the problem of a patient. However, when you feel
something wrong about the patient, you give them a higher priority.” (p. 210). Consequently, what Chung (4) terms “subjective information” had significant influence
on the decision-making of nurses in these studies.
Evaluative criteria
The reviewed literature described several non-guideline-determined criteria used by
nurses to evaluate patients’ complaints, with the most salient of these being appropriateness and believability. The former was used to judge whether a condition fits
the ED’s purpose of treating the acutely ill (7, 8, 11). This was central to what Fry
(8) describes as triage nurses’ “belief system,” which provides “meaning for how
patients should prepare their arrival, act in the emergency department, interact with
and respond to the nurse’s efforts” (p. 121). She lists seven of these “beliefs,” and
the seventh, “do not waste time,” is of particular relevance here. Nurses in Fry’s
study considered patients with “trivial conditions” as violators of this norm. Trivial
conditions are those that “the patient could treat him or herself, needed no treatment,
were minor or chronic and could be managed by a Medical Centre or GP” (8, p. 124):
in other words, conditions that are considered inappropriate for the ED. Patients presenting with trivial conditions were believed to waste resources and put sicker patients at risk. When nurses encountered these patients, Fry observed manifest
changes to the assessment process. Nurses shortened the duration of the process and
reduced patients’ urgency rating. Moreover, they expressed resentment towards
these patients. One nurse told Fry, “If I could give a [triage] code 10, I would. They
deserve it” (8, p. 124). Fry interprets this statement to indicate that some patients
were less deserving of ED services, in this case because they breached the values of
appropriateness and efficiency. Hillman (11) makes the same claim, but she also
stresses that nurses’ judgments are not fixed; instead, “trivial” patients may influence
nurses’ triage code allocation by providing reasons for their presence in the ED.
Nonetheless, these studies both suggest that nurses perform moral evaluations of and
respond emotionally to patients in the ED.
The second criterion, believability, was used to judge the trustworthiness of patients’ complaints (3, 7, 11, 14). Edwards and Sines (7) considers this criterion particularly salient in emergency medicine. They reference Hughes’ (1988) suggestion
that emergency nurses’ interactions with patients are pervaded by scepticism because of how often they have to deal with people who may be dishonest in their
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presentation. This scepticism is documented in the reviewed literature, which is rich
with descriptions of how nurses use behavioural cues to judge the reliability of patients’ stories. One method was to contrast what patients say with how they walk in
and out of the triage area (6, 7). Nurses believed the latter, especially “walking out”,
to be a purer expression of a patient’s problem because it was not performed in front
of an “audience” (6). Similarly, patients’ behaviour in the waiting room was treated
as indicative of their potential pathology or distress. For instance, Edwards and Sines
(7) found that nurses used patients’ expressed levels of distress to judge how worried
the patients were about their injuries. In other words, they believed that “if the patient
really was worried, he would choose to present himself in a distressed way” (7, p.
2446). This assumption was also found in Arslanian-Engoren’s (3) study, in which
a nurse claimed the following:
if they’re drinking Mountain Dew and munching on Doritos and saying their
[pain is a] 10 and the chest pain that they’ve had for, ya know, 2 hours or 2 weeks
or 2 months, I mean it’s kinda […] hard to take people like that seriously. (p. 53)
The extract demonstrates how the nurse used behavioural signs to assess the seriousness of the patients’ complaints. Thus, when patients express a lack of concern for
their problem, these nurses also suspected that the problem was of little concern.
Time factors were also used to assess the believability of ED patients (7, 8, 11).
Nurses in Edwards and Sines’ (7) study were especially sceptical of patients presenting with injuries more than 48 hours old. They believed this behaviour could suggest
that the patient was not acutely ill but instead was exploiting the constant availability
of the ED. Another and more specific example was what nurses in Fry’s (8) study
termed a “positive bag sign,” which referred to patients who entered the ED with a
packed suitcase. The nurses considered these patients to break the norm of “not arriving with expectations” and suspected that they were not acutely ill because they
had been able to pack a suitcase before coming to the ED.
Nurses also made inferences about the credibility of the types of people who visited the ED (7, 13). For instance, some nurses used patients’ state of dress and hygiene as measures of the extent to which they took an interest in themselves (7).
Moreover, in their study of triage in a paediatric ED, Patel et al. (14) found that the
nurses were wary of the information given by caregivers because they believed caregivers could lack health knowledge, misperceive their child’s symptoms or exaggerate the extent of their child’s problem. The nurses therefore employed certain methods to judge the reliability of parents’ information, such as rephrasing or rewording
questions to check for consistency. Taken together, these procedures suggests that
“believability” was a salient concern for triage nurses in the reviewed studies.
Interacting with patients
Most of the reviewed literature takes it for granted that the triage encounter involves
an active nurse who gathers information from passive patients; and if anyone influences nurses’ urgency assessments, it is their colleagues. However, two studies were
critical of this conception (7, 11). Drawing on Atkinson (1995), Edwards and Sines
(7) criticise the common assumption that patients are just passive purveyors of information. This assumption has masked how “patients are active in the construction
of the presentation and interpretation of their problems” (7, p. 2450). Instead of focusing solely on the professional, they suggest that the triage encounter should be
viewed as an interactive process in which “participants create, elicit, interpret and
negotiate the meaning of the presenting problem” (7, p. 2450). Accordingly, they
claim that triage can be regarded as what Goffman (1959) terms a “performance,” in
which triage nurses act as an “adjudicating panel” and patients have to “argue the
merit” of their case to convince the nurse of their credibility as ED patients. Patients
may thus affect how nurses determine their urgency and consequently which urgency
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rating they are awarded. Hillman (11) echoes this point in her article about negotiations in triage, in which she argues that nurses reward patients who depict themselves
as responsible citizens and who are able to provide good reasons for their seemingly
illegitimate presence in the ED. The findings in these studies suggest that urgency
ratings are an interactional rather than an individual achievement, and they have, as
we soon will see, significant implications for our understanding of both urgency assessments and discretion.

Discussion
Let us now more explicitly address how the individual studies of triage nurses’ urgency assessments add up to a whole “lines-of-argument” about triage as a discretionary activity. I will first consider the structural and epistemic aspects of the reviewed literature and then go on to discuss a new dimension of interactionist discretion implicit in the reviewed literature.

The structural dimension
The reviewed literature revealed several aspects of triage nursing that necessitated
the use of discretion. For one, triage guidelines underdetermined nurses’ urgency
assessments. Nurses regarded the guidelines as too simple to match the complexities
of patients and their complaints. In theoretical terms, they believed that the guidelines provided weak warrants (i.e., inference rules) for prioritising patients. This was
an especially common view among experienced nurses, some of whom asserted that
guidelines could be “detrimental” to their decision-making (5). Second, nurses’ work
environment increased their discretionary space. Under conditions of near or full
“triage overload,” it was difficult to obtain a sufficient patient history and gather all
the relevant clinical information. Thus, whereas insufficient guidelines gave them
weak warrants for assessing patients, a high workload rendered them unable to use
their warrants to their fullest.

The epistemic dimension
We have also seen examples of how triage nurses reasoned within their discretionary
space. First, we saw that nurses in the reviewed literature made use of both previous
experience and intuition when they performed urgency assessments. The use of previous experience referred both to concrete and often singular experiences and additionally to a “composite mental picture abstracted from a range of patients with a
similar problem” (6, p. 77). Both can be seen as heuristics (Kahneman, 2011) that
guide nurses’ discretionary reasoning, in the sense that they provide experiencebased rules-of-thumb for how to interpret and treat patients. Nurses’ intuition was
also shown to be a central influence on their decision-making. For some, their intuition provided the strongest warrant for judging the urgency of a patient’s complaint.
These nurses seemed to follow the informal treatment rule, “when in doubt, disregard the guidelines and follow your intuition,” a practice that might significantly
reduce the reliability of their triage code allocation.
Second, we have seen how nurses used non-guideline-determined criteria to assess patients’ complaints. They evaluated patients’ appropriateness by judging
whether their conditions matches the ED’s purpose of treating the acutely ill, which
is a finding that resonates with the broader literature on how ED personnel interpret
and judge patients (Dingwall & Murray, 1983; Dodier & Camus, 1998; Hughes,
1989; Jeffery, 1979; Mannon, 1976; Roth, 1972; Vassy, 2001). Nurses also relied on
behavioural cues, time factors and other assumptions to judge the believability of
patients’ complaints. Their reliance on cues such as talking on the phone, drinking
Page 9
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soda, eating snacks and bringing a suitcase to the ED illustrates how their discretionary reasoning was dependent on their common-sense knowledge of typical objects,
actors, motives and courses of action. Thus, rather than viewing discretionary triage
assessments as solely based on professional knowledge, we should, as Hughes
(1977) reminds us, recognise that “[i]nterpretative schemes made available by formal training may be used alongside or tend to merge into those available by commonsense knowledge” (p. 130).

The interactionist dimension
A third aspect of nurses’ discretionary reasoning is that patients influence how nurses
interpret their urgency and consequently which urgency rating they are awarded. As
mentioned, Edwards and Sines (7) argued that the triage encounter should be viewed
as an interactive process in which “participants create, elicit, interpret and negotiate
the meaning of the presenting problem” (p. 2450). In this view, nurses create urgency
ratings together with their patients.
The conceptualisation of triage as an interactive achievement hints at a discretionary dimension not yet described in the theoretical literature, namely an interactionist one. As mentioned, the structural dimension of discretion designates a space
in which one can choose between different alternatives based on one’s professional
judgment, whereas the epistemic dimension refers to the forms of reasoning under
conditions of indeterminacy. As a supplement, the interactionist dimension stresses
how professionals’ discretionary reasoning is embedded in and shaped by their interactions with others. When professionals interact with clients and colleagues, it is
often the interactions between participants, rather than any single participant, that
brings about the professional decisions (Goodwin, 2014).
To improve our understanding of this interactionist dimension of discretion, further empirical and conceptual elaboration is needed. Future research might find inspiration in interactionist literature on topics such as distributed decision-making
(Goodwin, 2014; Rapley, 2008), frame analysis (Goffman, 1974) and conversation
analysis (Sacks, 1992). Based on such literature, it could be argued that the interactionist aspect is inherent in nurses’ discretionary reasoning, in the Meadian sense
that they always take others into account when they reason about patients’ urgency
(see Engesmo & Tjora, 2006). This idea demonstrates one of the ways in which interactionist and epistemic discretion might be interrelated. Whereas the reviewed
literature only hints at such connections, future research could explore them more
thoroughly.

Conclusion
The aim of this review has been to understand how nurses use discretion when they
perform urgency assessments in EDs with formalised triage systems. Drawing on
Molander and Grimen’s (2010) distinction between structural and epistemic discretion, the review has shown (a) how inexhaustive guidelines and a hectic work environment open up a space for discretion and (b) how nurses reason within this space
by relying on their experience and intuition, judging patients according to criteria
such as appropriateness and believability, and creating urgency ratings together with
their patients. Based on the reviewed literature, a new interactionist dimension of
discretion has also been suggested, which stresses how professionals’ discretionary
reasoning is embedded in and shaped by their interactions with others.
The review has highlighted several issues of relevance for nursing practice, especially regarding the role of discretion in triage itself. Most will agree that some level
of discretion is necessary for nurses to be sensitive to the differing needs and circumstances of their patients. The question thus becomes how this perspective may
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be reconciled with the goal of triaging patients as equally and as fairly as possible.
For instance, given the insight that previous experience and intuition may bias one’s
decision-making (Kahneman, 2011), it is imperative to discuss whether and how
nurses should rely on these heuristics when assessing patients.
Given the small amount of research in the field, the findings of this review only
reveal fragments of triage nurses’ practice. Future research should aim to provide a
more exhaustive analysis of the structural, epistemic and interactionist dimensions
of nurses’ discretionary work, and it should do so in a context-sensitive manner. In
general, the literature’s lack of contextual considerations reveals a significant need
for more “thick descriptions” (Geertz, 1973) of discretion in triage. Thicker descriptions are essential to provide a more nuanced picture of nurses’ work, and they could
contribute to a refined understanding of both triage and discretion alike.
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Appendix
Table 2
Overview of selected studies
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#

Study

Country

Purpose

Data collection

Sample

Triage system

1

Andersson et
al.
(2006)

Sweden

To describe
triage nurses’
work and to
view factors
that are important for
making decisions and prioritization of
patients in an
ED

Observations of
nurses’ triage work
followed by
a short
tape-recorded interview

16 female and
3 male nurses
with more than
6 months of
triage experience working
in the ED of a
county hospital
in northern
Sweden

Locally
developed
guidelines
consisting
of 3 levels
with 6 categories of
priority

2

ArslanianEngoren
(2000)

USA

To examine
the triage decisions made
by ED nurses
for persons
with symptoms suggestive of myocardial infarction

4 focus
group interviews

8 female and 4
male nurses
working in 2
urban and 2
suburban EDs
located in
Ohio and
Michigan

Does not
specify.

3

ArslanianEngoren
(2009)

USA

To explicate
the decisionmaking processes of ED
nurses who
triage men
and women
for myocardial infarction

3 focus
group interviews

11 female and
1 male nurse
working in a
large, tertiary
care, university-affiliated
ED in the Midwestern United
States

Emergency
Severity
Index
(ESI) scale
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4

Chung
(2005)

China

To understand the triage decisionmaking experiences of
emergency
nurses and
the contextual
inﬂuences on
triage decision making

Unstructured open
interviews

7 female registered nurses
with at least 1
year of experience recruited
from three different A&Es in
Hong Kong

Does not
specify,
but the
analysis
shows they
have a system with at
least 4 categories

5

Cone &
Murray
(2002)

USA

To describe
characteristics, insights,
and decisionmaking of
expert emergency nurses
practicing in
a triage environment

2 focus
group interviews

10 nurses with
at least 5 years
of emergency
staff nursing
experience recruited from 2
EDs in the
Midwestern
United States

Locally
developed
guidelines
which are
not described in
any detail

6

Ewards
(2007)

UK

To explore
how nurses
undertake the
process of initial assessment at triage,
speciﬁcally
the process
of ‘initial
visualisation’

Video recordings of
triage encounters
followed by
interviews
with nurses

38 videorecordings of
14 nurses’ live
triage
encounters in 2
demographical
ly distinct
A&E
departments

Does not
specify

7

Ewards
& Sines
(2008)

UK

To analyse
how nurses
appraise client credibility as part of
the initial assessment at
triage

Video
recordings
of triage
encounters
followed by
interviews
with nurses

38 videorecordings of
14 nurses’ live
triage encounters in 2 demographically
distinct A&E
departments

Does not
specify

8

Fry
(2012)

Australia

To provide
understanding of how
belief systems can impact on triage
nursing behavioural
patterns, actions and decision-making

Non-participant observation

200 hours of
observing 7 female and 3
male clinical
nurse specialists in 4 metropolitan tertiary
Referral Hospital EDs

The Australasian
Triage
Scale
(ATS)
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9

Gerdtz
et al.
(2012)

Australia

To explore
ED staff perceptions of
the factors
that influence accuracy of triage
for people
with mental
health problems

Semi-structured telephone interviews

16 nurses and
20 doctors
working either
in a metropolitan or a rural/regional
ED

The Australasian
Triage
Scale
(ATS)

10

Göransson et
al.
(2008)

Sweden

To describe
and compare
thinking
strategies
and cognitive
processing in
the emergency department triage process
by Registered Nurses
with high
and low triage accuracy.

Think
aloud
method:
making
participants
think aloud
while discussing patient scenarios

13 female and
3 male ED
nurses who
had either the
highest or lowest triage accuracy scores in
a previous
study examining triage accuracy

Does not
specify.

11

Hillman
(2014)

UK

To explore
the negotiations that occur during
ED patient
assessments.

Non-participant observation

250 hours of
observation in
a large inner
city teaching
hospital

Does not
specify,
but describes a
system
consisting
of 5 categories

12

Hitchco
-ck et
al.(201
4)

Australia

To identify
problems and
potential vulnerabilities
that may affect the triage process

Non-participant observation and
formal and
informal interviews

170 hours of
observing 60
episodes of triage, 31 informal interviews
and 14 formal
interviews
with nurses
(and others) in
an ED at a regional public
teaching hospital

The Australasian
Triage
Scale
(ATS)

13

Johansen &
Forberg
(2011)

Denmark

To explore
how the
nurses experience the introduction of
a formalized
triage system
at the ED
and its consequences
for their

Semi-structured interviews preceded by
observations of ED
nurses’ triage work

15 nurses
working in the
Hillerød Hospital ED with
an average of 9
years emergency work
experience
(range: 3

Hillerød
Acute Process Triage
(HAPT): a
five-level
triage system
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work practice
14
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Patel et
al.
(2007)

Canada

To investigate the process of triage, the factors that
inﬂuence triage decisionmaking, and
how the
guidelines
are used in
the process

months-32
years)
Observations of and
semi-structured interviews with
triage
nurses

3 months of
observing 4
different
nurses on 4
different days,
as well as interviews with
4 female and 5
male nurses,
all working in
a paediatric
ED
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The Canadian Triage and
Acuity
Scale
(CTAS)

